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NATO Trident Juncture 18 Norway | NATO leadership gathered Oct 30th | Foreshadowing
of war games going live? | 'The world is full of giants' 
Sabine Vlaming <sabinevlaming@gmail.com> 8 december 2019 om 14:31
Aan: Sabine Vlaming <sabinevlaming@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
Van: Sabine Vlaming <sabinevlaming@gmail.com> 
Date: do 25 okt. 2018 om 16:24 
Subject: NATO Trident Juncture 18 Norway | NATO leadership gathered Oct 30th | Foreshadowing of war games going live? |
'The world is full of giants' 
To:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exercise_Trident_Juncture_2018 

Trident Juncture 18, abbreviated TRJE18, is a NATO-led military
exercise to be held in Norway in October and November 2018. The
exercise will be the largest of its kind in Norway since the 1980s. An
expected 50,000 participants from over 30 nations will take part,
including 10,000 vehicles, 250 aircraft and 65 vessels.[1] The
exercise will mainly take place in central and eastern parts of
Norway, and air and sea areas in Norway, Sweden and Finland.

The meet-up Oct 30th of NATO execs in Norway will be something to keep an eye on especially 

Theorizing: 
All gathered in one place. Outside of the expected impact zones of the expected to scale up of the US controlled demolition.
Could imply it's (about to go) off-grid and they need an overseas 'war-room' for which they've arranged this time/location and
the disguise of drills going live like the MO during smaller scale False Flags before.

Trident Juncture 18 (666) factsheet
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https://www.act.nato.int/tj18 

  

https://www.graphicnews.com/en/pages/38268/MILITARY-NATO-exercise-Trident-Juncture-2018 

 

Observation
The trident symbolism has been used a couple of times in substantial FF attacks recently (Malaysian air downing, London 7/7,
WTC attacks 9/11 etc) and is displayed in the past Superbowl Maserati 'we strike' vid as well which signals a tsunami and a
tornado. Definitely signaling something destructive to come.

  

Shiva | Neptune
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Maserati | We strike | Foreshadowing earthquake and tsunami

  

The Maserati Commercial was broadcast during the 2014 Super Bowl. It alludes to fallen angels, about to strike from without and within. 

"Strike" 

The world is full of giants.  
They have always been here, lumbering in the schoolyards, limping through the alleys. 
We had to learn how to deal with them, how to overcome them. 
We were small but fast, remember? 
We were like a wind appearing out of nowhere. 
We knew that being clever was more important than being the biggest kid in the neighborhood. 

As long as we keep our heads down, as long as we work hard,  
trust what we feel in our guts, our hearts, 
Then we're ready. 
We wait until they get sleepy, 
wait until they get so big they can barely move, 
and then walk out of the shadows, 
quietly walk out of the dark—and strike."

The commercial began with an image of a tsunami ...

Then a tornado...and darkness creeping in 



 Trident symbolism and occultism | Scandic location matters | Tribe of Dan

In the Torah, the priests of Baal are referred to as Cohen or Kohen or plural: Cohanim or Kohanim which is a Hebrew word for
priest or king and the word or Bol-Khan, specifically refers to the priests of Baal who in Homer’s Iliad as the are the “Danaans”
or “tribe of Danaë,” grandchildren of Belus (Phoenician ‘Baal’) who gave their name to the “Argives.” All the kings of Denmark,
Norwegian, Swedish and Anglo-Saxons and even the first president of the United States, George Washington claim descent
from this bloodline. Today in almost all these lands, you will find the symbol of the trident.

According to Hesiod, Oceanus was one of the Titans who was considered the ruler of the exterior waters encompassing the
earth, and interior seas and rivers were assigned to Neptune. He is credited with building the first Navy, and inventing
horsemanship. On July 23, there is a Roman Holiday called Neptunalia, that was made in honor of Neptune. When Neptune
arrives on the lands he conquers, he not only arrives with his mighty navy, but also his hippocampus-like horses. Many Navy’s
around the world still honor “King Neptune” in an ancient tradition of initiation called the “Line-crossing ceremony.

The number 3 and Trident in Freemasonry explained in the “General History, Cyclopedia and Dictionary of Freemasonry,”
By George Oliver;

To the eye, the number is represented in the regular figure of the triangle, which has been applied to numberless symbolical
representations; the ear perceives it most perfectly in the harmonic triad. As the triple is also the basis of symmetry, that
three-figured form is found in architecture, and in simple utensils, without any particular reference to symbolical or other
significations. Of this kind are the triglyphs in architecture, the tripod, trident, the three thunderbolts of Jupiter, the ancient
three stringed-lyre, though the number has in these objects, as well as in the three-headed Cerberus, other more symbolical
relations. The Triad, represented by the delta, is a significant emblem in a large number of Masonic degrees.

The Navy SEALS – The US Navy Special Warfare insignia, worn by members of
the US Navy SEALs, and containing the symbol of the Trident of Neptune
representing the three aspects (Sea, Air, and Land) of SEAL special operations. It
also has the symbol of the brother of Neptune who in mythology is Zeus or in science
as Jupiter in the form of the eagle or phoenix.

The insignia of the US and Crete Naval Support Activity Souda Bay, Crete

The Maserati Trident Logo – The trident logo of the Maserati car company is based on the Fountain of
Neptune in Bologna’s Piazza Maggiore. Today the company is now owned by the Adolfo Orsi family, who in 1940 relocated the

company headquarters to their hometown of Modena. Modena is home to a Military Academy, Italy’s “West Point” and
famous Modenesi include Mary of Modena, the Queen consort of England and Scotland. Also, there is the church of St. Francis

which was built by the Franciscans starting in 1244, and finished two centuries later.
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As it is been written; “Your sons, Albion, Erin and Caledon,” says he to Neptune, will for many ages be at enmity with each
other; but at length will unite. When that period shall arrive, I foresee that, grown weary of dominion, you will desire to resign
your government of the sea. Meanwhile these three spears, the property of your three sons, when firmly hooped together at my
eternal anvil, will become one sceptre—a sceptre worthy of Ocean’s lord.”

TRIDENT | Earth shaker | Bringing forth tsunamis 

A ‘three’-pronged spear. This is a parallel synchronism which is a blasphemy of the True Trinity. The word comes from the
French word but in turn comes from the Latin. This is typical of demonic symbolism. The three symbolizes teeth or thorns. 
It is depicted as Poseidon and Satan’s weapon of choice. Poseidon, the god of the sea in Atlantis, the Roman god Neptune,
and Shiva (holds a trishula), hold a trident. He’s known as an ‘earth-shaker’. He struck the earth in anger and caused mighty
earthquakes and utilized his trident to bring forth tidal waves, and tsunamis.

In Taoism, the trident represents their trinity, the “Pure Ones”. A trident bell is used to ‘invite’ the presence of deities and
summon spirits, as the trident signifies the highest authority of heaven. A bell has always been a symbol of the sun. In
ancient times Baal was worshiped as a solar deity and to honor him cymbals were constructed. The high priest would hit the

http://gnosticwarrior.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Trident-Maserati.jpg


cymbal to gather laymen for ceremonies. Thusly, we have church gatherings in much the same fashion. In fact, if you would
view a church bell from underneath, it is a identical of the symbol of Baal.

An inverted cross of satanic justice resembles a trident, also the sexual ritual symbol used to indicate the place and purpose.
This is significant in this subject, I think. In satanic occult circles, a trident symbolizes enforcement.

The Neo-Druid symbol of Awen is a trident. It represents invoking spirits but also when wavy lines are present it represents the
male/female union associated with the serpent. This is a definite connection to the GARDEN OF EDEN pretext of occultly held
sexual union of Eve and Satan! The straight line represents a phallic symbol. The phallic symbol is predominant in our society
due to this factor.

This symbol is traced to the horned, hoofed sun-god of Babylon who carries the trident or pitchfork. 
The cross at the altar of St. Paul in London, holds within it four tridents in the Hindu fertility style.



The trident projecting from the head of baby Jesus on the Roman Catholic Madonna and child image.

The same image is found on clothing and regalia, architecture, and art. Also notice the hand and how it’s displayed with two
fingers and a thumb prominent, another form of a trident.



A Satanic hand signal, symbolic of occult powers, also used in high church officials and priests in various blessings invoking the
sign of the cross by motioning their right hand with two-fingers and a thumb casually extended.

The Bronze hand of Roman mystery cult Sabazios/Dionysus; also the Eleusian Mysteries and Orphic Mysteries. It dates from
the late Roman Empire, when all forms of divination from scrying to astrology flourished. Note: the serpent/dragon/lizard head,
the pine cone, and the reverse awen handsign, the cow/bull above the altar and something which resembles that of a human in
a pupa. 
If you research Trident Books, you will find many esoteric subjects. This company is obviously owned by witches and warlocks.

In Hindu mythology, SHIVA is the God of destruction.



Man of Steel | Terraforming tridents | They deployed TWO TRIDENTS in the movie to destroy Earth and terraform it into a copy
of KRYPTON (Obama hinted birthplace)



Flight 370

The disappearance of the Malaysian airlines 370. 
Rotate the Malaysian airlines logo sideways, and you get a double trident.

[link]

http://youtu.be/3Y9NM7s71rw


Is. 29:15-16 (KJV) 
15 Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the Lord, and their works are in the dark, and they say, Who seeth
us? and who knoweth us? 
16 Surely your turning of things upside down shall be esteemed as the potter’s clay: for shall the work say of him that made it,
He made me not? or shall the thing framed say of him that framed it, He had no understanding? 
More synchronicity with two tridents, all pointing to an event:



When you watch the movie Man of Steel, they show the two tridents commencing their terra-forming destruction of Earth on
diametrically opposite sides of the Earth; one point in the location west of Perth, the other is in Metropolis/New York. These two
Tridents work in tandem.

“370” on Wreckage Seconds After PLANE Scene in 2013 MAN OF STEEL 
[link]

Man of Steel. Malaysia. Trident. PT 1
[link] 
PT 2 
[link]

370 Symbolism-Man of Steel 
[link]

Trident Symbol in NASA Uniforms 
[link]
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2kFBeDi6xk&list=LLzt5gFimivXK9kZrWGSwsiw&feature=share&index=1


Trident is a UK Nuclear Program 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UK_Trident_programme

This is the name of the bus in the London 7/7 bombings: EL. 

Blessings,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UK_Trident_programme


Sabine


